Pinochet’s Mad Scientist
From the Archive: Much like the 9/11 attacks, the Cold War plunged the U.S.
government into the “dark side,” especially in Latin America where the CIA
colluded with torturers and assassins, leading to grisly murders and enduring
mysteries, as Samuel Blixen described in 1999.
By Samuel Blixen (First published on Jan. 13, 1999 and updated in 2006)
On Nov. 15, 1992, a terrified scientist — trapped inside a white bungalow in the
Uruguayan beach town of Parque del Plata — broke a window to escape. Chubby, in
his mid-40s, the man struggled through the opening. Once outside, furtively and
slowly, he picked his way through the town’s streets to the local police
station.
“I am a Chilean citizen,” the scientist told the police. He pulled a folded
photostatic copy of his identification papers concealed in his right shoe. “I
have been abducted by the armies of Uruguay and my country,” he claimed.
The scientist, rumpled with a graying beard, said he feared for his life. He
insisted that his murder had been ordered by Gen. Augusto Pinochet, then the
chief of Chile’s army who had ruled as a dictator from 1973 to 1990.
The motive for the execution order was the man’s anticipated testimony at a
politically sensitive trial in Chile, a case that could have sent reverberations
all the way to Washington, D.C., potentially embarrassing the man who in
November 1992 still sat in the White House, President George H.W. Bush.
The scientist had worked as an accomplice in a terror campaign that included the
bombing deaths of Chilean dissident Orlando Letelier and an American co-worker
Ronni Moffitt as they drove to work in Washington in 1976. That terrorist attack
in America’s capital had occurred when George H.W. Bush was CIA director,
despite prior warnings to the CIA about the plot.
‘Unbalanced’ Chilean
The police in Parque del Plata, a beach town about 30 kilometers from Uruguay’s
capital Montevideo, weren’t sure what to make of the man’s convoluted tale.
An Uruguayan army officer had alerted them earlier that an “unbalanced” Chilean
prisoner was on the loose. The scientist, who had escaped from a house owned by
a Uruguayan army officer, apparently was that man.
But the issue was quickly taken out of the hands of local authorities. A half an
hour after the man’s arrival, armed and uniformed Uruguayan army troops burst

into the police precinct station and seized control. At their head was the
district police chief, a retired army colonel named Ramon Rivas.
Rivas ordered that the Chilean scientist be turned over to the soldiers. The
police were told that two Uruguayan army officers would then escort the
scientist out of Uruguay to Brazil. Faced with soldiers brandishing rifles, the
police relented. The scientist was led away.
From that moment, the scientist’s fate became a complex kidnap-murder mystery,
with improbable twists and turns, an apparent disinformation trick, raw
political power, a grisly discovery and, finally, forensic science.
The disappearance of the scientist, a biochemist named Eugenio Berrios, also had
relevance to later legal battles seeking to hold Pinochet accountable for
thousands of human rights cases during his reign as Chile’s dictator and for an
international terror campaign that hunted down opponents of the dictatorships in
Chile and other South American countries in the 1970s.
The case also underscored the enduring power of right-wing military officers
within the fragile democracies of South America — and the difficulty of bringing
Pinochet to justice in Chile.
Poison Gas
The mystery of Eugenio Berrios starts in 1974 when he began doing scientific
research for Chile’s feared intelligence service, DINA.
Berrios worked closely with an American-born DINA agent, Michael Townley, in a
clandestine unit known by the name “Quetropilla.” The base of operations was a
sprawling, multi-level house — registered to Townley but purchased by DINA — in
Lo Currro, a wooded, middle-class neighborhood of Santiago, Chile.
One of Berrios’s assignments was the development of sarin gas that could be
packaged in spray cans for use in assassinations. DINA officials thought the
nerve gas could create lethal symptoms that might be confused with natural
causes while giving time for the assailants to escape.
The need for sophisticated murder devices grew more important for Pinochet’s
intelligence teams when they turned their sights on political enemies living
abroad in 1975.
In September 1975, DINA chief Manuel Contreras launched an international
assassination project called Operation Condor, named after the powerful vulture
that traverses the Andes mountains from Colombia to the Strait of Magellan. The
theory behind Condor was that enemies of South American military dictatorships

should be hunted down wherever they sought refuge, whether in the nations of
participating governments or elsewhere.
In October 1975, after soliciting $600,000 in special funds from Pinochet,
Contreras chaired the organizational meeting of Operation Condor with military
intelligence chiefs from Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay and Brazil. After the
meeting, the intelligence services stepped up their trans-national coordination.
More than 100 Chileans were rounded up and returned to Chile for execution.
Others were gunned down where they were found.
According to later testimony by DINA agent Townley, Berrios made a major
contribution to the cause in April 1976 by recreating sarin, a poisonous nerve
gas first invented by the Nazis during World War II.
Townley said the original plan for assassinating Orlando Letelier — who had been
foreign minister under Chile’s leftist elected government of Salvador Allende,
who was overthrown and killed in Pinochet’s 1973 coup — was to use a female
operative to seduce the debonair former diplomat and then administer a liquid
form of sarin concealed in a Chanel perfume bottle. But Berrios also supplied
the operation with explosive devices in case the nerve gas proved unworkable.
In September 1976, Townley entered the United States on an official Chilean
passport with a false name. He contacted anti-Castro Cubans and recruited their
help in hunting down Letelier, a vocal critic of Pinochet. When the Cubans
refused to participate unless the Chileans had a direct role in the
assassination, Townley switched from poison to a car bomb.
The assassins traveled to Washington where the exiled Letelier lived and worked
at a left-of-center think tank, the Institute for Policy Studies. They concealed
the bomb under Letelier’s car and followed Letelier as he and two American
associates drove to the IPS offices on Sept. 21, 1976.
As the car proceeded past the ornate buildings of Embassy Row on Massachusetts
Avenue, the assassins detonated the bomb. Letelier and one American, Ronni
Moffitt, died in the blast. Moffitt’s husband was wounded.
Bush’s CIA
Despite official requests, George Bush’s CIA provided little help unraveling the
mystery. Only later would authorities discover that the CIA director’s office
received a warning about the Townley operation but failed to stop it. [For
details, see Robert Parry’s Secrecy & Privilege.]
Still, the FBI and federal prosecutors managed to uncover Operation Condor and
break the Letelier case. Extradited to the United States, Townley agreed to

plead guilty, serve a short prison sentence and enter a federal witness
protection program.
But progress in bringing to justice the architects of the terror campaign was
much slower, given Pinochet’s continued hold on power through 1990. Long-term
U.S. pressure, however, finally led to criminal charges in Chile against former
DINA chief Contreras.
Berrios, who continued to work on assassination schemes even after Townley’s
arrest, emerged as a prospective witness. In October 1991, a Chilean judge
called Berrios to testify. The move sent chills through the Chilean military
establishment.
It became important for DINA to get Berrios beyond the reach of the Chilean
court. That month, Capt. Carlos Herrera Jiminez, a former intelligence officer,
escorted Berrios from Santiago on a clandestine trip through the Andes to
Argentina.
To hide Berrios, the old Condor network quickly reasserted itself. From Buenos
Aires, Uruguayan counterintelligence chief, Lt. Col. Thomas Casella, coordinated
Berrios’s move to Uruguay. There, Berrios and Herrara holed up in a Montevideo
apartment rented by Casella, who frequently had trained with the Chilean
military.
But complications continued to arise. In February 1992, while on a trip to
Buenos Aires, Capt. Herrara was arrested on an Interpol warrant connecting him
to another assassination plot. That forced other Chilean agents to take charge
of Berrios in Uruguay. Berrios was becoming a burden — as well as a risk — to
Chile’s intelligence services.
Gen. Emilio Timmerman, a military officer at the Chilean embassy in Montevideo,
assumed the Berrios duty. But Timmerman complained to an embassy cultural
attachÃ©, Emilio Rojas, that “it is costing us too much money.” Timmerman, who
later became second-in-command of the Chilean army, also was growing nervous.
Timmerman ordered Rojas to keep his mouth shut about Berrios’s whereabouts, the
cultural attachÃ© said later.
By November 1992, Berrios realized that his Chilean superiors might want him
silenced — as the safest and cheapest alternative to a long exile. He apparently
overheard his captors discussing Pinochet’s orders for them to eliminate the
scientist.
A Disappearance
So, on Nov. 15, 1992, Berrios climbed through the broken window of the white

bungalow and fled to the precinct station at Parque del Plata. He begged the
police to protect him, but the escape was cut short by the intervention of
Uruguayan troops. Berrios disappeared.
Exactly what happened next remains a mystery. Senior Uruguayan officials only
learned about the November 1992 police confrontation the next June from an
anonymous caller.
The discovery of the abduction touched off a political crisis inside the
Uruguayan government where the army still wielded great power. Uruguayan
President Luis Alberto Lacalle was in Great Britain when the story broke. He
immediately ducked out of a reception at the Uruguayan embassy in London and
flew back to Montevideo.
There, Lacalle met with 14 of the 16 generals heading the armed forces. After
four hours of tough negotiations and threats from 12 generals, Lacalle backed
down to avoid a new military challenge to the civilian government. The president
relented on his initial inclination to impose severe sanctions against the
intelligence services. Lacalle did fire the police chief, Rivas, but agreed only
to transfer the head of military intelligence, Mario Aguerrondo.
As for Berrios’s fate, Col. Casella, who had supplied an apartment for hiding
Berrios, reported that Berrios had gone to Brazil. The colonel assured the
government that he had talked to Berrios by phone at the end of November 1992,
weeks after his disappearance.
There were public doubts that Berrios was still alive. But another assurance
about Berrios’s well-being surfaced in Europe. The Uruguayan consulate in Milan
received an anonymous letter supposedly signed by Berrios and a photo of him
holding a recent issue of the Milan newspaper, Il Messagiero.
President Lacalle, seeking political peace with Uruguay’s military, announced
that “Berrios is not in Uruguay. He is somewhere else.” That made the Berrios
mystery “a Chilean matter” again, the Uruguayan president declared.
At the end of the crisis, Uruguay’s foreign minister Sergio Abreu met with the
Chilean ambassador and bluntly admitted that Lacalle had no choice but to
“doblar el pescuezo” — “let it go.” If President Lacalle pursued sanctions
against powerful figures in the military, the 12 generals had threatened another
military coup, the foreign minister said. Chile’s ambassador cabled that news
back to Santiago, according to a cable that I later obtained.
For Uruguay, the Berrios case was closed — or so the authorities thought.
Grisly Discovery

The Berrios case resurfaced, quite literally, in April 1995 when two fishermen
found a man’s decomposed body partially buried at a beach in El Pinar, another
resort town about 25 kilometers from Montevideo. The body had broken bones
suggesting torture, was wrapped in wire, and had two .45-calibre bullet holes in
the back of the neck and head.
Forensic doctors used new research techniques to reconstruct the victim’s face.
The face looked remarkably like Berrios. DNA tests were ordered on the remains
with comparisons made against genetic samples from Berrios’s relatives. In early
1996, forensic specialists concluded, with near certainty, that the dead man was
Berrios. They also placed the date of his death as the first half of March 1993,
just four months after his abduction.
The findings contradicted the June 1993 photograph — which presumably had been
composed using computer graphics to insert a current issue of the Italian
newspaper into the photo. But the timing of Berrios’s death added yet another
side to the mystery.
In March 1993, Pinochet had made a personal visit to Uruguay accompanied by 12
bodyguards and with Col. Casella joining his entourage. In Uruguay, there were
suspicions that Pinochet might have used the visit to confront Berrios one more
time about his knowledge and then eliminate him.
But few observers in either Uruguay or Chile believe that those civilian
governments were strong enough — or determined enough — to follow the Berrios
case and others to clear answers. The nations of Operation Condor remained in
the grip of the vulture’s powerful claws.
Samuel Blixen is a Uruguayan journalist and author of several books, El Enjuague
Uruguayo. Secreto bancario y trÃ¡fico de drogas; BancotrÃ¡fico. Diez aÃ±os de
polÃtica bancaria en democracia; and El Vientre del CÃ³ndor. Del archivo del
terror al caso BerrÃos.

Reagan’s ‘Death Squad’ Tactics in Iraq
Official Washington has long ignored the genocide and terrorism that Ronald
Reagan inflicted on Central America in the 1980s, making it easier to genuflect
before the Republican presidential icon. That also helped Reagan’s “death squad”
tactics resurface in Iraq last decade, as William Boardman reports.

By William Boardman

A recent British documentary Death squads, torture, secret prisons in Iraq, and
General David Petraeus are among the featured atrocities in a new British
documentary “James Steele: America’s Mystery Man in Iraq”

the result of a 15-

month investigation by Guardian Films and BBC Arabic, exploring war crimes long
denied by the Pentagon but confirmed by thousands of military field reports made
public by WikiLeaks.
The hour-long film explores the arc of American counterinsurgency brutality from
Vietnam to Iraq, with stops along the way in El Salvador and Nicaragua. James
Steele is now a retired U.S. colonel who first served in Vietnam as a company
commander in 1968-69.

He later made his reputation as a military adviser in El

Salvador, where he guided ruthless Salvadoran death squads in the 1980s.
When his country called again in 2003, he came out of retirement to train Iraqi
police commandos in the bloodiest techniques of counterinsurgency that evolved
into that country’s Shia-Sunni civil war that at its peak killed 3,000 people a
month. Steele now lives in a gated golf community in Brian, Texas, and did not
respond to requests for an interview for the documentary bearing his name.
News coverage of this documentary has been largely absent in mainstream
media. The Guardian had a report, naturally, at the time of release and
“Democracy Now” had a long segment on March 22 that includes an interview with
veteran, award-winning reporter Maggie O’Kane, as well as several excerpts from
the movie she directed. The documentary is available online at the Guardian and
several other websites.
“James Steele” opens with a montage of soldiers, some masked, taking prisoners,
some hooded, as the woman narrator sets the stage:
“This is one of the great untold stories of the Iraq War, how just over a year
after the invasion, the United States funded a sectarian police commando force
that set up a network of torture centers to fight the [Sunni] insurgency.
“This is also the story of James Steele, the veteran of America’s dirty war in
El Salvador. He was in charge of the U.S. advisers who trained notorious
Salvadoran paramilitary units to fight left-wing guerrillas. In the course of
that civil war, 75,000 people died, and over a million people became refugees.
Steele was chosen by the Bush administration to work with General David Petraeus
to organize these paramilitary police commandos.”
Secret Prisons, Torture, Death Squads
The documentary concentrates on the creation and activities of the Iraqi police
commandos who executed American policy in the face of Iraqi resistance the U.S.
had never anticipated, having expected to be greeted as liberators.

There are only glancing references to the policy failures that created the
crisis, such as disbanding the army and most of the government of Iraq or
assuming that six U.S. police professionals would be sufficient to train a
civilian police force capable of keeping peace in a nation of 30 million people.
Steele was in Iraq early in 2003 as an “energy consultant” with easy access to
authorities like Gen. Petraeus, even though what he actually did in Iraq
remained a mystery to most people. As the Sunni insurgency developed, Steele was
brought in to organize counterinsurgency. Though still, technically, a civilian,
he worked closely with Gen. Petraeus and reported directly to Defense Secretary
Donald Rumsfeld.
Steele set about working with Iraqi officers to organize “special police units”
under military control, as the notion of a civilian police force faded. By April
2005, there were nine battalions of these police commandos operating in Iraq,
with some 5,000 in Baghdad alone.
With more and more bodies left on the streets during the night, with secret
prisons spreading across the country, with reports of disappearances and torture
proliferating, the New York Times took notice, at least to the extent of
publishing a Sunday magazine cover story on May 1, 2005, by Peter Maass titled,
“The Salvadorization of Iraq.”
By then, anyone who wanted to know the level of American-sanctioned brutality in
Iraq would have had little difficulty doing so. Conditions worsened and reports
kept coming throughout 2005 and 2006.
On October 2005, one of the Iraqi generals involved in the secret prisons fled
Iraq and spoke out publicly from Jordan about what was happening in his
country. Steele came to visit the general in Jordan, the general recalled,
apparently to see if the general had any evidence pictures, documents, tapes
that could give Steele cause for concern. None have yet appeared.
Of course American media did not pursue the terror-fighting-terror story very
hard, and the U.S. government denied most bad news. At a news conference on Nov.
29, 2005, a reporter asked a timid question about the killings and Secretary
Rumsfeld said he had not seen any reports.

Following a weak follow-up question,

he said he had no data from the field even though the truth was that Steele had
reported six weeks earlier that the Shia death squads were operating effectively
from his perspective.
Cold, Heartless, Ruthless, Fruitless
In the documentary, Steele is described as a cold and ruthless man by an Iraqi
who knew him.

“He lacks human feeling,” the Iraqi general says, “his heart has

died.”
The moral vacuity of the American leadership during the Iraq War is illustrated
in an exchange at a press briefing on international human rights law, in
particular the treatment of prisoners, that illustrates Secretary Rumsfeld’s
polite but ignorant numbness:
Gen. Peter Pace: It is absolutely the responsibility of every U.S. service
member, if they see inhumane treatment being conducted, to intervene, to stop
it.
Rumsfeld: But I don’t think you mean they have an obligation to physically stop
it; it’s to report it.
Pace: If they are physically present when inhumane treatment is taking place,
sir, they have an obligation to try to stop it.
Rumsfeld, presumably never present during inhumane treatment of a prisoner,
apparently never made any effort to stop it, or to report it, or even to know
about it. In that he was following the classic pattern of a cover-up as
articulated by Nixon fund-raiser Maurice Stans during Watergate: “I don’t want
to know, and you don’t want to know.”
The Guardian/BBC investigation into torture and death squads on Rumsfeld’s watch
started after WikiLeaks provided the Guardian with almost 400,000 previously
secret U.S. Army field reports, whose release is attributed to Bradley
Manning. The Pentagon has not disputed the truth of the documents.
The U.S. government has arrested and tortured Manning, 25, a former intelligence
officer who is currently on trial in a military court where he has pled guilty
to 10 of 22 charges for which he could be sentenced to 20 years in prison. The
prosecution is demanding a life sentence.
After the Stele documentary was released March 6, the Guardian invited comment
from the Pentagon.

Having declined to take part in the documentary as it was

being made, the Pentagon said it would study the film and perhaps comment at a
later date.
Unhappy with the documentary in a completely different way is Kieran Kelly whose
blog critiques the movie under the headline: “The Guardian’s Death Squad
Documentary May Shock and Disturb, But the Truth is Far Worse” a claim he argues
at length. For example, he criticizes the movie’s acceptance that “only” 120,000
Iraqis died in this American war, and he wonders how that “fact” squares with a
million widows in Iraq?

Realistically, ten years after the American invasion, the Iraq war isn’t close
to over. It’s just that, having prompted the Iraqis to kill each other the U.S.
has left them to it.
[For more details on Reagan’s policies in Central America, see
Consortiumnews.com’s “How Reagan Promoted Genocide.”]
William Boardman lives in Vermont, where he has produced political satire for
public radio and served as a lay judge.

